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Are you looking for a complete guide that will take you from scratch to become a
Chess master? Then this book is all you will ever need.... This legendary game
has survived to nowadays for its unquestionable charm in making the player a
sharp strategist of the battlefield. To be successful in this ancient game, you
need to have an arsenal of practical and replicable strategies to mislead your
opponent and pressure him with unexpected plays. In particular, to be
mathematically certain of achieving a victory, it is necessary to set up clever
opening strategies that leave no room for your opponent's flukes. The rules of
chess are few and easy to learn; however, it may take a long time before
improving and defeating opponents. But then how can you quickly become a
master and consistently close winning games? You've come to the right place! In
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this entertaining book, bestselling author Rick Phillips provides a simple,
straightforward approach for mastering chess effectively. The tactics illustrated
inside are often deeply related to chess grandmasters' playing style, providing a
vibrant replicable system to become a brilliant chess strategist. Incorporating the
"weapons" explained inside will enrich your confidence in the game by leading
you to one great victory over another. ? Here are some features you will discover:
The legendary story behind this game and why you should know it to become a
real player All the instructions explained in detail to interiorize the fundamentals
of this game Clever openings you won't find elsewhere to unsettle your opponent
in the early phase Smart strategic traps tricky-to-spot to dominate the board in
the middle-game Relentless closings (too undervalued) to end the game with a
crushing victory Valuable Tips & Tricks from the Grand Masters of chess to take
your game to the next level And much, much more! Most chess opening books
are either too detailed or too shallow. Chess Opening for Beginners® has exactly
the right balance and is an accessible primer and reference book at the same
time. Whether you are an advanced user or an absolute beginner, this book will
lay a solid groundwork to become a chess master sooner than you can imagine.
An easy-to-understand guide to chess strategy - conceptual planning - has
always been an amateur's dream. This book makes this dream a reality. Prepare
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to be surprised, amazed, amused, and informed... Get your copy of this book
now and start collecting wins!
Do you love playing chess and would like to become a much better player?
Would you like to improve your strategic thinking and play an exciting game that
is full of great moves? This book will help you succeed! Chess has been played
for hundreds of years and has become a popular game for people who like to
plan, strategize and ultimately defeat their opponent, in a battle that is all about
cunning and skill. It has been played by kings and commoners alike and now you
could master the board with the help of this book. Inside Chess for Beginners:
The Ultimate Guide to Master Chess Openings, Build Solid Strategies and
Dominate your Opponent, you will learn the basic skills you will need, alongside
many of the tactics that some of the best players employ, including: How each
piece moves and how to get the best from them Special moves to give yourself
an advantage Some classic opening moves Tactics and strategies for winning
Pins, forks and skewers Effective sacrifices And much more... Ideal for any
novice, Chess for Beginners is an in-depth examination of this classic game that
will improve your chances of winning next time you play, even against very skilled
opponents who have been playing longer. And with a look at the origins and
history of chess, this is a complete book that aims to educate as well as improve
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the way you play. Get a copy today and see how it will help you build a strong
platform for success!
Best-In-Class Guide On Chess Openings And Chess Middlegames For
BeginnersDo you want to dramatically improve your game? Do you want to
quickly master the most popular chess openings? If so, this is the book you have
been waiting for. Learn the most successful Chess Openings to dominate every
game and become a savvy chess player. Magnus Templar explains how to
control the center and rule each and every party you'll play. He takes you step-bystep through the most important chess openings such as the Italian Game, King's
Gambit, Queen's Gambit, the Ruy Lopez, the English for white, Sicilian Defense,
French Defense, Slav Defense, Caro-Cann Defense and many more. You will
also learn what to look for when determining your opponent's game plan!You
mastered the opening phase but how do you make way to win the game? What
are proven strategies and tactics to establish winning positions? Do you want to
outsmart your opponent way before he even realizes that he runs into a
checkmate? If so, this is the book you have been waiting for. Proven Strategies
and Tactics to master the Middlegame How a Grandmaster thinks in the
Middlegame The best Tips from Alexandra Kosteniuk on how to improve your
Middlegame How to make a superior Middlegame Plan How to smoothly
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transition from Opening to Middlegame How to set up outstanding positions for
the Endgame How to Leverage the Difference between Tactics and StrategyIf
you apply the tricks and traps of this book you will win every play and beat all
your unsuspecting foes! CHESS FOR BEGINNERS - A Comprehensive Guide
To Master Chess Openings, Recognize Middlegame Patterns And Dominate
Your Opponent is an easy-to-understand yet powerful guide to quickly master
chess. You will learn the best chess openings, proven middlegame strategies
and tactics on how to win each and every game.Do not wait any longer to get
CHESS FOR BEGINNERS. Do not wait longer to get YOUR KEY to become a
brilliant chess player and click "add to cart"!
Amaze Your Friends - Master the Ancient Game of Chess! The Complete Guide
to Chess - Master: Chess Tactics, Chess Openings and Chess Strategy can
improve your game overnight. You'll go from newbie to aspiring grandmaster in
just a few moves. Don't wait - get the information you need to take your game to
the next level - right away! What is chess? Where did it come from? The
Complete Guide to Chess - Master: Chess Tactics, Chess Openings and Chess
Strategy is the book for you. You'll learn how chess began in India, traveled to
Persia and Europe, and became a global game! How do you get started? What
do you need to know to win? This inspiring book teaches you many chess
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openings: Ruy Lopez Italian Game Sicilian Defense French Defense Caro-Kann
Defense Pirc Defense Queen's Gambit English Opening Alekhine's Defense
Modern Defense King's Indian Defense King's Indian Attack The Dutch Defense
What do you do in the heat of battle? How do you win more than you lose? You'll
learn many chess tactics in The Complete Guide to Chess - Master: Chess
Tactics, Chess Openings and Chess Strategy, such as forks and pins. Don't let
your opponents take your knights, bishops, rooks, and queens! Learn how to use
these pieces to put your opponents in impossible positions! What can you do to
ensure you win the battle and the war? This book teaches you the core principles
of chess strategy: King safety Center control Pawn structure Piece quality How
do you avoid traps and win more games? How do you win chess competitions?
This book explains how to play for draws and keep your opponents from using
this against you. There's a special chapter on tournament rules, using chess
clocks, and recording your moves. You'll even find over 10 Essential Tips to get
you started! Order The Complete Guide to Chess - Master: Chess Tactics, Chess
Openings and Chess Strategy today, and become the chess player you've
always wanted to be!You'll be so glad you did!
Amaze your friends - Master the ancient game of chess! Do you want to
understand the game of chess? Would you like to beat your friends - and
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increase your online ratings? Is it time to unlock your hidden genius? If so, this
expanded 4th edition of The Complete Guide to Chess - Master Chess Tactics,
Chess Openings and Chess Strategy is the audiobook you've been waiting for.
Logan Donovan tracks the spread of chess across history - from India to Persia
to Europe and worldwide. You can take your place in a long line of chess masters
- even if you've never played the game before! Do you want to get started out
right? Would you like an advantage over your opponents - from the very first
moves? The Complete Guide to Chess - Master Chess Tactics, Chess Openings
and Chess Strategy explains how you can easily memorize popular chess
"openings" (the first few turns of a game). If you're a beginner, you can amaze
your friends by learning the tricks and traps of the Grandmasters - and using
them on your unsuspecting foes! Ruy Lopez Italian Game Sicilian Defense
French Defense Caro-Kann Defense Pirc Defense Queen's Gambit English
Opening Alekhine's Defense Modern Defense King's Indian Defense King's
Indian Attack The Dutch Defense and many more! It's easy to learn the tactics of
chess! The Complete Guide to Chess - Master Chess Tactics, Chess Openings
and Chess Strategy explains powerful concepts such as "forks" and "pins" in
simple, easy-to-understand language. With the help of this audiobook, you'll be
ready to "turn the tables" on your opponents! You'll also learn key principles of
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chess strategy, such as: King Safety Center Control Pawn Structure Piece
Quality and when to play for a draw! You'll even find out how to "Seal the Deal"
with Logan Donovan's 14 tips for the end game! Don't keep losing games through
trial and error - get the tips and strategies you need to win! In The Complete
Guide to Chess - Master Chess Tactics, Chess Openings and Chess Strategy
today - you'll get everything you need to start winning a lot more games!
So... You Want To Become A Chess Champion?! Let Me Show You The Way
Regardless Of Your Currently Experience Or Lack Thereof These Sneaky Tactics
& Techniques Will Have You Obliterating Your Opponent Every Time "Chess is
ninety-nine percent tactics" Most people claim to know how to 'play' chess, yet all
they do is move around a few pieces on the board with no strategy in mind... this
is where my book comes in handy - without any complex terminology that other
self-proclaimed chess 'experts' preach I'm going to show you how I annhiliate my
opponents 99% of the time. Whether you're looking to play some casual games
with your friends or your looking to step things up a notch and compete in a local
league these chess tactics, openers and strategies will give you the competitive
advantage you need to win. Sound Good? It's Time We Take Your Chess Skills
To The Next Level. Here's A Preview Of What Chess Tactics & Openings To
Dominate Your Opponent Contains... An Introduction To Chess & How To Win
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Getting Started With Tactical Vision Openers.. Because There's No Humble
Beginnings In Chess! A Plethora Of Tactical Openers To Get Ahead From The
Get-Go Tactics For The Chess Beginner - No Wizardry Required Going On The
Offensive - How To Attack Your Opponent And Claim Their King Much, Much
More!
Chess OpeningThe Ultimate Chess Tactics and Strategies To Learn Anything
About Chess and Dominate Your Opponent
A chess opening or simply an opening refers to the initial moves of a chess
game. The term can refer to the initial moves by either side, White or Black, but
an opening by Black may also be known as a defense. There are dozens of
different openings and hundreds of variants. Some chess openings are better
than others. Using a time-tested opening can help you improve your game and
even boost your chance of winning. Recognizing and understanding the best
openings can increase your confidence in the beginning phase of the game, Do
you want to apply to this School? Here, the reader is guided on how to become a
PRO in the chess opening via the tips, hacks, and illustrations simplified in this
book. Below is just a small preview of what to expect: ? What is a chess opening
? Basic principles you must know ? What to do before starting an opening ? Best
chess openings for black pieces ? Best chess openings for white pieces ? How to
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develop like a PRO ? Tips and hacks to gain mastery ? And many more... All you
just need is to get this book now! Hit the 'Buy Now' button!!
Are you a chess beginner, and do you want to learn all the best and most useful
openings, strategies, tactics, and moves to play like a pro? Would you like to
know how to control each step in your game or the tricks to outsmart your
opponents? If yes, then keep reading! It's time that you learn the most practical
and successful chess tactics to rule all chess games. No matter if you want to
learn the game quickly, beat your friends, or improve your online chess game,
this book got you covered! You will learn how to play chess and the best tactics
and strategies to dominate each game. Allow this book to bring you step-by-step
through the fundamental rules of playing the game and presenting the most
significant chess openings. Controlling every game and stepping in your game
has never been simpler. This comprehensive guide will help you learn the most
powerful chess tactics and strategies of the planet's greatest grand chess
masters. This book covers: How expert chess players play: all their secrets
unveiled to you How to analyzed your games Train tactics to become a pro
player Chess basics and rules: the pillars for your victories Opening strategies:
how to start in the better way How to defend yourself And much more! Today is
the perfect time you explore the great secrets to keeping up the pressure when
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you are ahead or closing the gap when behind. Applying this book's traps and
tricks will help you win each game and beat all your unwary foes! Ready to find
out more? Click BUY NOW to get started!
Master the Game of Chess and Defeat Your Opponents!What is chess? Where
did it come from? How do you learn to play?Chess: Dominate Chess Openings,
Closings, Chess Strategies and Tactics Like a Pro makes it easy to understand
the history, rules, and terminology of chess. You'll learn about the origin of chess
in India, and how it spread to Persia, Europe, and across the globe. You'll
discover the basic rules of chess, how to set up the board, and how the different
pieces move. This book also explains concepts like promotion, castling, check,
and checkmate.Do you want to be a better chess player? Do you wish you didn't
lose as many games? Are you interested in making more out of this fun
hobby?You'll learn strategies for each of the 3 Phases of a Chess Game. You'll
be proud of your new rankings and increase your enjoyment of the game!You
Will learn many opening strategies:* Knights Pawn Opening* Indian Game* Ruy
Lopez* Sicilian Defense* Hungarian Opening/Kings Indian Attack* Italian Game*
French Defense* Caro-Kann Defense* Pirc Defense* Queen's Gambit* English
Opening* Alekhine's Defense* Modern Defense* Dutch Defense* Stonewall
AttackYou'll even learn about the famous "Fools Mate" trap!To be great at
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anything takes practice, and with the right book, it is plausible. Start as a
beginner and after reading, and much practice, become a Chess Master!
In order for you to become a solid player, you must learn what does and what
does not work. There is always room for improvement, but sometimes it is hard to
know where to start. Luckily for you, you have to look no further. Here's a preview
of what chess tactics & openings to dominate your opponent contains... - An
introduction to chess & how to win - Getting started with tactical vision Openers.. Because there's no humble beginnings in chess! - A plethora of
tactical openers to get ahead from the get-go - Tactics for the chess beginner no wizardry required - Going on the offensive - how to attack your opponent and
claim their king - Much, much more! Chess is a beautiful game that combines
science and art like no other game of strategy on the planet. In addition to being
incredibly fun and interesting, chess has many cognitive and other benefits such
as improving memory, increasing calculation ability, enhancing creativity,
extending attention span and focus and much more.
55% off for book stores! Discounted retail price now at $ 11,67 instead of $25,95
Do you want to be "the one who knows how to play chess"? Wouldn't you like to
build solid chess foundations to improve your mental skills and win more games?
Then This is the perfect Guide for your customers They won't stop buying it! It will
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teach you everything you need to know about this incredible, magical game, even
if you are a complete beginner; in a very few time, you will be able to play against
everybody. The skill and strategy required to win at chess can feel intimidating,
but the Chess book breaks it down into manageable lessons to help you up to
your game. Chess develops the ability to make decisions, influenced only by your
judgment, often under pressure, and to take responsibility for it. Learn to play
your first move and launch your first attack with: - Rules Of Chess - The Pieces
And Their Position - Mindset and strategies - What is opening? - Famous
openings - The openings of Champions And so Much More! Chess is a very
CREATIVE, TACTICAL, and STRATEGIC game, which is why within this book
you can discover all the ESSENTIAL knowledge you must know to create your
own chess player's attitude. You will then see why players love this sport and
what led them to WIN MORE GAMES. You do not need to be a genius or a
Nobel Prize winner to play chess in a satisfying and stimulating way, just learn
the basic rules this Manual provides you and tests yourself! Playing chess is a
great way to improve your intelligence, speed, and memory. Playing games like
chess also helps you think out of the box and develop new problem-solving skills.
There are many reasons why you should play chess, and it's a great game to
play with people you don't know. It's a fun game to play! So what are you waiting
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for? So, Buy it now, grab the discount and let your customers become addicted to
this amazing book to Start Mastering Chess With The Most Effective Openings
and Strategies!
Are you ready to improve your tactical game? It has been said that chess is 99%
tactics but whether that is an accurate reflection is hard to tell. Nevertheless, it is
important. This is a massive collection of tactical puzzles from games played in
2019 The puzzles vary in difficulty, some are relatively easy, some are little more
difficult, but you will find that all of them are easier and more straight-forward than
the puzzles found in the other series : "Daily Chess Training: Chess Tactics".
That doesn't mean that you will be able to solve them without running into a sped
bump or two, so take your time and make sure you get it right, even when you
think the answer is obvious. Working through the puzzles and then carefully play
through the thoroughly annotated solutions will help you to up your tactical radar
as well as your calculation skills. So if you are up for the challenge, here is the
opportunity to prepare for the next leap forward.
? 55% OFF JUST FOR BOOKSTORES! NOW AT $23.95 ?INSTEAD OF?
$33.95 ? What if reading this book provided you with the guidelines to a Grand
Master's mindset? YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL NEVER STOP READING THIS
BOOK! With the playing skills that CHESS OPENINGS will provide you, it'll be so
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easy to find out which is the BEST FORMULA TO EMPOWER YOUR BRAIN in
order TO WIN MORE GAMES! However, Chess is a very CREATIVE, TACTICAL
and STRATEGIC sport, which is why within this book you won't just discover the
EFFECTIVE GAME's STRATEGIES, but all the ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGES you
should know to BE A BETTER PLAYER! You will then see what led the GRAND
MASTERS to obtain that title! By reading this guide you will learn about - All the
ESSENTIAL OPENINGS - THE RIGHT MINDSET for a mindful game HELPFUL EXERCISES to make sure you'll follow the right learning path - And so
much more! I can assure you that, even if you have never played chess so far or
you don't consider yourself a strategic person, this book will take you from a
beginner to a more than a valid opponent in NO TIME! DOMINATE any board
with CHESS OPENINGS BUY IT NOW AND LET THEM BE CHARMED BY THIS
GREAT BOOK!
Start your game effectively and place your chess pieces on strong squares right
from the start. If you are a beginner first read the basic chess rules and then
come back here. You will learn how to play chess and the best tactics and
strategies to dominate each game. Allow this book to bring you step-by-step
through the fundamental rules of playing the game and presenting the most
significant chess openings. Controlling every game and stepping in your game
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has never been simpler. This comprehensive guide will help you learn the most
powerful chess tactics and strategies of the planet's greatest grand chess
masters. This book covers: - How expert chess players play: all their secrets
unveiled to you - How to analyze your games - Train tactics to become a pro
player - Chess basics and rules: the pillars for your victories - Opening strategies:
how to start in the better way - How to defend yourself And much more!
Have you ever heard about the Queen's Gambit? No, we are not talking about
the Netflix series based on the novel by Walter Tevis (1983), where Elizabeth
Harmon aims to rise to the top of the world of chess, a world traditionally
dominated by men. In this case, the queen's gambit is a classic chess opening. If
you want to start playing chess, remember chess openings are a fundamental
step to build your strategy and get to know how to read that of your opponent.
The problem is that there are so many chess openings that it is difficult for a
beginner to know what to choose; not all chess openings are as suitable for
beginners as they are for experts. So, how are you supposed to choose the best
chess opening among others if you don't even know where to start? You only
have to click on the bottom below and take this guide in your hands; it will allow
you, as a beginner, to know and, above all understand, the main types of chess
openings. In this book, you will: - Find An Exhaustive Analysis Of Each Move And
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Explanation For The Variations to help you understand the concepts that govern
almost every chess opening move, making you a better, smarter player! - Learn a
Selection of Main Openings and The Logic behind the Moves to choose the one
that fits better and logically in the overall strategy you want to play. - Discover
The Main Strengths And Traps That Exist In These Openings to tempt your
chess opponent to play a losing move; you will win your games quickly using
some of those powerful chess traps - Understand the Logic behind the Moves of
Openings to realize how your choices affect openings and then the outcome of
the game. - Find A List Of The Main Things To Do After An Opening And The
Most Important General Tips For Chess Beginners - ... & Lot More! Playing chess
is good for the brain and can teach many things: discipline, patience, and
confidence in your abilities. Somehow, they temper the character and help you
be more focused, creative, and think strategically. If you want to take advantage
of all these benefits and start playing this game, do not get intimidated if it seems
hard at the beginning. With the right manual in your hands, you can start your
journey on the right foot! Chess Openings for Beginners is the must-have manual
for all those who want to start playing chess and want to be sure to find clear
information that fully explains the chess openings. Order Your Copy Now and
Learn How to Win in the Chess Openings!
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Do you want to know how to beat your opponent from ANY position on the
board? Do you want to learn how to anticipate his every single move? Would you
like to know EXACTLY what you need to do to SKYROCKET your rating in half
the time? If your answer is yes, then read on! Hi, my name is Bobby Silman, and
I have been helping people improve their chess skills for the past 11 years. I
remember when I first started playing chess, there were times when I played like
crap. I would lose several games in a row and see my score drop quickly. Have
you ever had something like that happen to you? If yes, then you know exactly
how it feels! When you lose, it's as if your opponent has some sort of mental
superiority over you, which causes you frustration, almost to the point of not
letting you sleep at night! At this point, you may be asking yourself, how do I
improve my skills? This is exactly what I was wondering as well. So, I used the
feeling of hatred that I had experienced when I was defeated to gain more
knowledge of the game and increase my skills. I spent thousands of hours
perfecting my game, but today things have changed dramatically! After years of
teaching, I can tell you with certainty that the best and fastest way to increase
your skills is to follow a well-structured curriculum step by step. That's why I
decided to summarize all my experience in this guide containing the same
information for which I am paid handsomely by my students. Are you curious
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about what this is all about? What is really important in chess is to understand
the reason behind each move. I mean, you need to know what the result of the
opening you are playing is and not just memorize it. This is because things may
not go as you planned, and therefore you need to be able to modify your plan. Do
you want to know what is the cause of your mistakes 99% of the time? So, you
make mistakes when you are in a bad position on the board, where you don't
know what to do, and you play recklessly. So, you must know how to create
winning positions where you can use tactics to crush your opponent. In addition,
other very important topics are included, such as: the 12 skills for everyday life
that science says you can develop through chess Master these 13 openings (+
variations) to establish dominance in just the first few moves (for both white and
black) Dominate the middle-game with these 8 lethal tactics 10 valuable tips for a
successful closing Every single move is described in detail + 118 high quality
diagrams to show them Increase your focus with these 3 exercises The right way
to analyze the games you've already played How to handle losing and 5 tips to
learn from it How to easily understand algebraic notation What are the 2 types of
cheaters and 7 strategies to detect them A 9-step teaching program for kids Did
you happen to hear somewhere that to be a good chess player, you need to have
above-average intelligence? Well, know that this is big nonsense! I am convinced
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that if you follow the right curriculum and practice enough, you can easily beat an
opponent with a higher IQ than you. Do you think you are too old to start playing?
Then I tell you that you might as well reach the highest levels even if you start
playing at 25, 30, or even 50 years old. I want to be honest with you, you can
spend days playing, but your rating can only go down without the right guidance.
Let me take you by the hand and lead you through every single step! Click the
BUY NOW button and start learning!
Even if you are a complete novice who knows nothing about chess, this book has
been written in an easy to understand manner with all terms clearly defined. If
you are a beginner looking to expand your knowledge of the game, the tips and
tricks you will learn in this book will give you a competitive advantage over your
opponents. And if you are a seasoned player looking to improve your game, you
will find it just as helpful. By the time you are done studying and mastering the
very foundations of a chess game, as detailed in this book, you will be able to win
against other players and hold your ground against grandmasters of the game.
Chess for Beginners will help take your chess skills to a whole new level and help
you compete successfully against anyone and win! By unveiling the game's
secret tactics and strategies, you will improve your overall knowledge of the
game and boost your confidence. Ready to get started on your journey towards
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becoming a pro? Join me as we explore the secrets of the game of royals. Like
everything else, if you don't start from the basics, becoming a chess master is
impossible. Don't pick up this book hoping to just memorize moves and patterns.
There's a bit of that in here, but much more than cramming in elaborate
strategies that you're probably not going to use in true life, this book breaks down
the advanced concepts of chess. It will teach you how to develop your strategies
and make the right moves to dominate and control the game from the opening to
the endgame. This is a book for beginner chess players so you don't have to
bother with all the complex terms, master lingo, and other stuff you might find
boring. It's everything you need to know about chess in simple and plain
language for easy understanding for players at all levels. Every concept and
theme is properly defined so even non-players can master the basics. Even if
you've never played or won a game of chess in your life, you'll find the content of
this book expository enough to get you started. Advanced players looking to
improve their game can learn a thing or two here as well. It's a quick read that will
get you started with a solid foundation of the game and teach you how to play to
win, avoid common beginner errors and build winning strategies that work. If you
want to learn to play like a Grandmaster, click the Buy Now button to get started
today!
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"Chess: Chess Mastery For Beginners" is a well-rounded introduction to the
principles guiding the playing of chess. From this book you will learn why chess is
often referred to as the royal game. Moreover, you will see why many people
consider it a game of the sharp minds; an elitist game. Even then, you will realize
that a lot of the difficulties associated with the game are a matter of perception
and not reality, and that you can also be a successful chess player if only you
adhere to the basics. In this book, "Chess: Chess Mastery For Beginners", you
will learn: What, exactly, is involved in a game of chess The pieces that are used
in chess and the historical significance of each How to handle each playing piece
within the rules Where the game of chess originated and how old it is How the
game of chess spread in the US Possible chess openings and the impact of each
on winning How to plan and develop a winning strategy How to be tactical in
order to secure a win Common mistakes to avoid Simple steps in teaching chess
to a child Simple practical demonstrations of chess moves The essence of
queening How to castle and the importance of castling Situations when castling is
possible Meaning of an outpost square in chess How to utilize an outpost square
on a chessboard Importance of trading pieces and circumstances when trading is
viable Different terminologies used in chess and their meaning Possible chess
closing moves How to handle your endgame successfully with just a few pieces
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The importance of utilizing your king to conquer in chess When to bring your king
out into the chess playfield. How chess keeps you young and intuitive, and its
positive impact on your IQ The meaning of Zugzwang and Zwischenzug and their
significance in chessGeneral dos and don'ts in chess Using the easy steps
described in this book, you can easily join the league of master chess
players.Buy your copy today!
Are You Interested in Chess and Eager to Find Out Which Are The Best and
Common Chess Opening Strategies, But Never Knew How Different Tactics Play
Out? With The Help Of This Comprehensive-to-Follow Guide and Its Techniques,
This Concern Will Only Fall Onto Your Next Chess Victim! Chess was invented
way back in the Medieval history of mankind, but its form had evolved over the
years to the place we know the game today. The benefits of studying the game
systematically can be mesmerizing, as it can boost brain function, improve
memory and cognitive abilities, and in general, IQ levels. It's widely regarded that
chess is a tough and difficult game. After all, each player is given 16 pieces to
play with, and these have their own unique movements. Furthermore, game
openings are too diverse and extensive, giving so many options to pick from...
and of course, quite many possibilities to have things go wrong after only a
couple of sloppy decisions... This might be extremely troublesome for the
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standard chess rookie and kill your enthusiasm before the very end of your first
game... However... This Will Not Be The Case Should You Decide To Follow This
Chess Openings Guide, As It Will Thoroughly Explain In An Understandable Way
The Basics of the Game, and How To Tackle Every Situation With Delicate Care!
With the help of This Book (and chess, of course), you will: Go Through A Proper
Introduction to the Game of Chess and understand how vital role it has for its
practitioners (only a few benefits were mentioned here, you are about to reveal
many others) Learn Easy and Effective Beginner Strategies to open the game,
moves to tackle mid-game with, and tricks to wrap it up as a win (practice and
master these to hop on the next level) Experience A Dramatic Health
Improvement while testing different game approaches Lay The Foundation With
Basic Opening Principles that will help you structure and visualize your strategy
(before the game has even started) Catch On WIth The Most Popular First
Moves to effectively open the game and place your pieces to your advantage
Find A Great Abundance of Tactical Moves that only a few Grand Masters dare
to pull off ... And Much More! Not many people are fond of such board games,
but... Life is like a game of chess. Every move you make can either bring you an
advantage or put you in a difficult situation. Even your wisest and thoughtful
choice might bring you a negative outcome. You always have to think several
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moves forward to be successful. But for now, your only choice is getting your
hands on This Guide - It Would Take Care of The Rest! Ready to Set Up the
Figures...? ... Order Your Copy and Begin Your GrandMaster Journey!
Take Your Game to the Next Level Are you interested in taking your chess skills
to a completely new level, impressing your friends and opponents with your
ability and chess knowledge? Perhaps you are new to the game of chess and
have not played it before, but you are interested in trying it out and unsure of how
to start a game successfully. Or maybe you have given the game of chess a try in
the past, but you are aware that your knowledge on how to begin a game of
chess is weak, and this lack of information will ultimately stop you from being
able to improve your skills. The good news is that if any of these sound like you,
then you have come to the right place, and your chess game is about to increase
to all new heights! Chess Openings for Beginners offers you all of the information
that you need and could want regarding the different openings that you have at
your disposal in the game of chess, from the openings that occur on 1.e4 to the
openings that occur on 1.d4, and many other opening variants for you to test out
as a beginner player. You will be amazed at just how much useful information is
crammed into this book that you can take and apply to your next chess match.
Not only will this book give you a greater understanding of how to play each
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opening successfully, but it will also teach you what you can expect your
opponents to do in response to your openings, giving you the best chance of
going into the middlegame with an advantage. These are just a couple of the
excellent things that you will be able to take from studying the content of this
book. Don’t miss out on being able to take your chess opening skills to a whole
new level! Inside Chess Openings for Beginners you will Discover: - A brief
history into the origins of chess openings, along with the most important
components that make up a good opening strategy. - The 2 openings that you
should avoid at all costs. - The most famous openings from 1.e4, such as the
Ruy Lopez, the Sicilian Defense, and the Italian Game. - The best openings for
beginners from 1.e4, such as the Queen’s Gambit, the Slav Defense, and the
Grunfeld Defense. - A detailed insight to surprise your opponent and win a game
in 6 moves - And much more! Information on the importance of the psychology of
chess and why this is so important in the opening of any chess match. Gone will
be the days of going into chess games without a clear plan, only to realize you
are about to lose too late. Purchase a copy of Chess Openings for Beginners
today, and begin playing this historical game of skill and strategy, impressing
your friends and opponents with your ability along the way!
The Truth About Chess From the outside, chess seems like a complicated and
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esoteric game that only a few people with special abilities can play. This is not
true. In fact, chess is accessible and can be played by anyone with a brain, a pair
of eyes, and imagination. The Ultimate Illustrated Guide for Beginners If you have
never played the game of chess or are still discovering it, this book is for you. It is
a basic and comprehensive guide that will introduce you to the game and teach
you everything you need to know, from the setup of a chess board to the delivery
of checkmate. It is filled with advice for beginners, basic tactics, strategies, and
diagrams to help you visualize every step of your progress. The Start of a
Lifelong King's Hunt The objective of this book is not to make you a chess
master. That is an accomplishment that takes decades of research, regular
practice, and an enormous amount of talent. The goal here is for you to become
a decent chess player. After reading this book, you will be able to play games
with anyone, practice regularly, and sharpen your chess muscles until you reach
a decent level of play. The more you play, the better you will get. But it all starts
with the basics which you will acquire in this book. So don't hesitate. If you've
always wanted to learn to play chess, now is the time. Just scroll up and grab
your copy now!
Best-in-Class Guide on Chess Openings for Beginners! Do you want to
dramatically improve your game? Do you want to quickly master the most
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popular chess openings? If so, this is the book you have been waiting for. Learn
the most successful Chess Openings to dominate every game and become a
savvy chess player. Magnus Templar explains how to control the center and rule
each and every party you'll play. He takes you step-by-step through the most
important chess openings such as the Italian Game, King's Gambit, Queen's
Gambit, the Ruy Lopez, the English for white, Sicilian Defense, French Defense,
Slav Defense, Caro-Cann Defense and many more. You will also learn what to
look for when determining your opponent's game plan! If you apply the tricks and
traps of this book you will win every play and beat all your unsuspecting foes!
CHESS OPENINGS FOR BEGINNERS - A Comprehensive Guide to Chess
Openings is a an easy-to-understand yet powerful guide to quickly master Chess.
You will learn the best Chess Openings, proven strategies and tactics on how to
win each and every game.
Chess How To Play Chess For Beginners: Learn How to Win at Chess - Master
Chess Tactics, Chess Openings and Chess Strategies! (Chess Rules, Strategies
To Win At Chess, Chess 101, Chess Mastery, Chessboard Domination) Chess is
a beautiful game full of intrigues and plenty fun. But more importantly, no other
game in the world has a better capacity to help the brain become more sharper.
Children have been encouraged to partake in this game all over the world, and
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consequent observation of such kids compared to those who never played
showed remarkable differences as to how high a 'chess-child's IQ improves over
time.This is why 'Chess for Beginners' has been written in such a way that a
beginner - irrespective of age - can easily pick up the fundamentals of chess and
become an expert in no time. The strategies and guidelines highlighted are highly
sufficient to help a beginner move on in rank. Too much strategy and tactics for a
beginner has been proven to be counterproductive, hence the need for only the
very basic but important ones.It is not for beginners only, even veterans would
find it useful as there are loads of information that would help refresh their
memories especially as regards the rules, strategies, and tactics. And in the
event of a dispute among players, this book would serve as a valuable resource
to quell such arguments.With diligent and consistent use of this material, it is
certain that anyone can pick up chess, love it, and become a champion in it. That
is the ultimate aim of this book!
Eager to Find Out Which Are The Best and Common Chess Opening Strategies?
Then Get Ready To Learn Both Extremely Direct Tactics of Attack and DefenseEnhancing Techniques to Navigate The Game Towards Your Direction! Alright,
I've set up all the figures. Now what? This is something that everyone must be
saying when playing chess for the very first time. Many of those who give this
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game a try lose their enthusiasm, especially if they have absolutely no clue how
to purposefully move the pieces they are given... Since every material on the
board has its own special movement abilities, there are so many possibilities of
options to choose from that your head can start spinning. To make things even
worse, your opponent is using a tactic against you which is not only confusing but
knocking your defenses down one by one. Where did he come up with this
technique? He must have read it somewhere... There's a high chance he has
come across This Detailed Chess Openings Guide! By going through it, You Will
Master The Most Effective Tactics That Elite Chess Players Apply To Their
Game When They Want To Go Aggressive or Take It Slow And Show Patience,
Keeping The Pressure and Tension On The Other Side of The Board! This could
be you because, with the help of This Book (and chess, of course), you will: Lay
The Foundation With Basic Opening Principles that will help you structure and
visualize your strategy (before the game has even started) Catch On WIth The
Most Popular First Moves to effectively open the game and place your pieces to
your advantage (the provided chess notations will help you easily visualize the
suggested strategies) Understand How To Properly Unfold Your Strategy in
Center Game and smoothly transition the odds towards ending the game (in your
favor, of course!) Find A Great Abundance of Tactical Moves that only a few
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Grand Masters dare to pull off (regardless of whether it's a Queen's gambit or
Two Knights Defense) ... And Many More Insightful Tips! You might need to take
your time mastering all these techniques, but... With time and practice, you will
see how naturally everything will start coming to you. The best part is that you
have all tools you will need to start, easily accessible, right in front of you. At the
end of the day, just like in chess, it is a matter of making the right decision. And if
you are serious about upskilling yourself in the art of the game, the proper action
implies putting your hands on this Chess Guide! Ready to Experiment With Your
Openings...? ... Order Your Copy and Enrich Your Strategy Arsenal!
While it will take time to master the game of chess, initial commitment to the
game is always key. There were times in my early chess playing days when i
struggled to win a single game, but i remained committed to the game and i soon
became great at the game. It is only a matter of time. Here's what you'll find
inside: - Basic strategies that could help you in winning a chess game - Onemove tactics that will help gain material advantage - Two-move tactics for
introducing more threats to your opponent - Learning about openings - Gambit
openings - Playing defenses - Good defense techniques - Sample detailed plays
using defense techniques You will not be overwhelmed with complications from
the outset. Instead, each lesson introduces new chess pieces and rules gradually
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and reinforces the learning with clear examples and problems to solve.
55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at 26,95$ instead of 35,95$! Buy this book now
and help your clients master chess rules like real pros in no time!
This is the book you have been waiting for. Learn how to play chess and the best
chess strategies and tactics to dominate every game and become a savvy chess
player. Author explains the origins of chess in ancient india and how it evolved in
persia and europe. He takes you step-by-step through the basic rules of how to
play chess and demonstrates the most important chess openings. In this book
you will: • Have full awareness about the amount of power that each piece
wields. • General winning tips • Have in your hands the tips to accelerate your
learning • How to become a skillful chess player • Basic opening strategies •
How to find an opening that suits your playing style • Tips for improving your
chess opening • The best chess openings for white • The best chess openings
for black Many chess books for beginners overload you with information about
openings, tactics, forks, history, notation, and lot of other stuff beginners don’t
need to know. That might work for some people. But in this highly anticipated
prequel to the conquer your friends series, i’m going to show you how you can
play the game of chess and win in a heinously short amount of time.
When it comes to tabletop games, Chess is a classic. Maybe the classic. It's
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been around for centuries but remains just as hugely popular and fascinating
today - as the recent success of chess-themed Netflix series Queen's Gambit
and films such as Queen of Katwe have proved. Many people learn how to play
chess as children, but if it's been a while since you played - or you're a beginner
learning how to play for the first time. There are a few basic rules you might have
missed, going beyond how to move and capture pieces to essential chess rules
such as en passant and casting. Your first 5 moves are the most critical moves in
the entire game. If you don't have a move-by-move plan, you may be losing the
opening before you even begin. There are hundreds of Chess openings out there
and it could take years to learn them all In this book, you will discover: -Four
diabolical openings you can use to conquer your friends today -The super-easy
defense I use to shut down every common opening -How to use Chess tactics to
"steal" pieces from your opponents...in 5 moves -Connections to the internet's
best apps, websites, and videos related to openings -A technique to easily recall
ANY opening you can imagine...without rote memorization -How to strong-arm
your opponent into your opening so YOU control the game -Detailed step-by-step
diagrams showing exactly which moves to make: You don't need to read
notation! -How your opening influences your unique Chess strategy, style, and
personality -Beginner Psychology: how to pinpoint and exploit the natural
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weaknesses in beginner thinking -How to win the game in your first 4 moves
?? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 24,95 instead of $ 38, 70 ?? Best-in-class
guide on chess openings for beginners! Do you want to dramatically improve
your game? Do you want to quickly master the most popular chess openings? If
so, this is the book you have been waiting for. Learn the most successful chess
openings to dominate every game and become a savvy chess player. Magnus
Dahl explains how to control the center and rule each and every party you'll play.
He takes you step-by-step through the most important chess openings such as
the Italian Game, King's Gambit, Queen's Gambit, the Ruy Lopez, the English for
white, the Sicilian Defense, the French Defense, the Slav Defense, the CaroCann Defense, and many more. You will also learn what to look for when
determining your opponent's game plan! Your Customers will never stop to use
this book. If you apply the tricks and traps of this book you will win every play and
beat all your unsuspecting foes! Chess Openings for Beginners: A
Comprehensive Guide to Build Opening Skills from Basic Principles is a an easyto-understand yet powerful guide to quickly master chess. You will learn the best
chess openings, proven strategies, and tactics on how to win each and every
game. Nobody Likes Losing - So Start Winning Today! With These Powerful and
Proven Chess Opening Strategies, You'll Dominate the Chessboard in No Time!
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Buy it NOW and let your customers get addicted to this amazing book.
Chess master and fanatic of all things strategy, Cris Statz, explains step by step
how to dominate the chess home game. Winning the chess home game has
never been about pure intelligence, or seeing seven moves ahead. Instead, the
methods in this book will teach you exactly how to consistently win against the
novice player.Topics covered include:* Learning four basic strategy concepts and
how to exploit them* How to count attackers and defenders* Several step by step
openings for common chess attacks and defenses* Introduction to Pins and
Forks* How to spot your advantage and expand upon it for a dominating victory*
Much moreDesigned with ebooks in mind, Beat Your Friends and Chess has built
in animated chess openings, as well as a smart table of contents, facebook
share, and all the bells and whistles available for modern ereaders.
Chess! For hundreds of years, people have taken their armies to battle on a
checkered battlefield, employing skill and patience to capture their opponent's
forces. Chess is an ancient game that allows players to exercise their minds.
With this guide, you will learn the rules of the game, and how to identify and
utilize each chess piece. Whether you want to draw the game out to expand your
technique or rapidly conquer your opponent to a swift defeat, this book will teach
you how to understand and plan your next move. It will teach you how to
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anticipate and counter the moves of your opponent. It all begins with the opening
game - deciding whether to begin with a Ruy Lopez opening, Slav Defense, or
many more. There are multiple options to consider. Foreseeing the opening
moves of your opponent helps to setup a counter play and stop them in there
tracks. With the dozens of popular methods described in this book, you will have
no trouble making your first move. And as you turn the pages, it will guide you
through to the end-game. From pawns to kings, explore the ancient world of
chess with this beginner's guide to tactics and strategies, and become a master
of the board. Here Is A Preview Of What Is Included... The Chessboard The
Chessmen The Rules of Chess Popular Chess Openings Chess Tactics &
Strategies Playing The End Game Common Mistakes Made In Chess And Much,
Much More! Get your copy today!
? 55% OFF for Bookshops! NOW at $ 26.95 instead of $ 36.95! ? Eager to Find Out Which Are
The Best and Common Chess Opening Strategies? Then Get Ready To Learn Both Extremely
Direct Tactics of Attack and Defense-Enhancing Techniques to Navigate The Game Towards
Your Direction! Your Customers Will Never Stop to Use this Awesome Chess Openings Guide!
Alright, I've set up all the figures. Now what? This is something that everyone must be saying
when playing chess for the very first time. Many of those who give this game a try lose their
enthusiasm, especially if they have absolutely no clue how to purposefully move the pieces
they are given... Since every material on the board has its own special movement abilities,
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make things even worse, your opponent is using a tactic against you which is not only
confusing but knocking your defenses down one by one. Where did he come up with this
technique? He must have read it somewhere... There's a high chance he has come across
This Detailed Chess Openings Guide! By going through it, You Will Master The Most Effective
Tactics That Elite Chess Players Apply To Their Game When They Want To Go Aggressive or
Take It Slow And Show Patience, Keeping The Pressure and Tension On The Other Side of
The Board! This could be you because, with the help of This Book (and chess, of course), you
will: Lay The Foundation With Basic Opening Principles that will help you structure and
visualize your strategy (before the game has even started) Catch On WIth The Most Popular
First Moves to effectively open the game and place your pieces to your advantage (the
provided chess notations will help you easily visualize the suggested strategies) Understand
How To Properly Unfold Your Strategy in Center Game and smoothly transition the odds
towards ending the game (in your favor, of course!) Find A Great Abundance of Tactical Moves
that only a few Grand Masters dare to pull off (regardless of whether it's a Queen's gambit or
Two Knights Defense) ... And Many More Insightful Tips! You might need to take your time
mastering all these techniques, but... With time and practice, you will see how naturally
everything will start coming to you. The best part is that you have all tools you will need to
start, easily accessible, right in front of you. At the end of the day, just like in chess, it is a
matter of making the right decision. And if you are serious about upskilling yourself in the art of
the game, the proper action implies putting your hands on this Chess Guide! ... Buy it NOW
and let your customers get addicted to this outstanding book!
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"victorious game," please keep reading... For centuries, some of the brightest minds in the
game have analyzed the game and provided the world with tips on how to establish domination
from just the first few moves. However, opening theory is very broad and covers hundreds of
possible variations. If you're only beginning to learn and play the game, most books on chess
openings will be too intricate and lack the amount of detail required for you to fully understand
opening theory. This book contains essential information, strategies, and tactics to help you
start playing chess on a competitive level. It will help you learn how to evaluate board position
and formulate game plans based on a systematic assessment of the game. It will teach you
how to play the different types of opening and gain insight on their strengths and weaknesses.
You will learn about different tactical motifs to attack and defeat your opponent. Furthermore,
the book contains: Greatest Chess Openings: For White & Black Things To Do After Top Rules
Basics Of Chess Top Chess Strategies Match Game Tips To Become Chess Champ With the
right strategies, everyone can become a champ and level up their game to become
unstoppable. So don't hesitate. If you want to learn to win chess games from the opening, now
is the time. Just scroll up and grab your copy now!
??? QR codes only available for paperback ??? Do you love playing chess and want to
improve?OrAre you completely new to the game and want to learn how to play?This book will
improve your game at every level! Chess is a game that has been played for hundreds of years
and still enjoys enormous popularity today. It demands tactical thinking, planning, bluff, and
strategy; means that it is enjoyed by both young and old alike and promotes mental health at
whatever stage in life, forestalls Alzheimer's, and prepares the both sides of the mind to work
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you have mastered the basic moves, all you need is a good teacher to help you improve. This
book, Essential Chess for Beginners: Chess Tactics and Strategies to Improve Your Game and
Win, is a complete guide that provides you with: ? An overview of the history of chess? Easily
remember all the pieces and their movements? Set up the board quickly and correctly every
single time ? Tactics and strategies? Ten best openings? Scan the QR codes to watch the
videos for a better understanding (Only Paperback)? Overcome your hesitation and become a
member of an offline or online chess club that's ideal for your skill level? Secrets of the chess
masters? And much more... Chess is a game that not only provides you with hours of fun and
entertainment but also with a real sense of accomplishment when you start to master it and win
games. And with Essential Chess for Beginners, you can do it better and faster, winning and
enjoying each game to its fullest. So don't spare a moment. If you want to figure out how to
dominate chess matches from the opening, right now is an ideal opportunity. So, just scroll up
and grab your copy now!
This book contains essential information, strategies, and tactics to help you start playing chess
on a competitive level. It will help you learn how to evaluate board position and formulate game
plans based on a systematic assessment of the game. It will teach you how to play the
different types of opening and gain insight on their strengths and weaknesses. You will learn
about different tactical motifs to attack and defeat your opponent. In addition, this book
contains proven strategies in the opening, middlegame, and endgames that you can use
instantly to start winning competitive games. Finally, for absolute beginners or chess hobbyists,
this book will help you learn or revisit the basic rules of chess, algebraic notation, and the
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??Buy the Paperback version of this book and get the Kindle eBook version for FREE?? Would
you like to raise your chess game to the next level so you can taste the pleasure of victory
much more often than you do now? In order for you to become a solid player, you must learn
what does and what does not work. There is always room for improvement, but sometimes it is
hard to know where to start. Luckily for you, you have to look no further. With this book, you
will raise your game by embracing the principles and by studying and applying the most proven
tactics and moves which have already been used by the all-time greats. Here is a preview of
what you will learn... A Guide to Algebraic Notation The Best and Most Famous Chess
Openings Middlegame and Endgame Tactics Intelligent Sacrifices Checkmate Patterns Much,
much more!
55% OFF JUST FOR BOOKSTORES! NOW AT $33.95 ?INSTEAD OF $44,95 YOUR
CUSTOMERS WILL NEVER STOP READING THIS BOOK! What if reading this book provided
you with the guidelines to a Grand Master's mindset? Wouldn't you like to build solid chess
foundations to improve your mental skills and win more games? Yes, you heard it! I'm sure you
already knew that was scientifically proven how chess stimulates the brain to EXPAND OUR
NEURONAL NETWORK. With the approach that THE CHESS GAME'S BIBLE will provide
you, you'll figure out which is the BEST FORMULA that suits your chess playing style!
However, Within this book you won't just discover the EFFECTIVE GAME's STRATEGIES, but
all the ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGES you must know to create your own chess player's attitude.
By reading these 2 guides you will learn about: - BASIC RULES and the BOARD'S PIECES HOW TO write down and READ THE MOVES - The ESSENTIAL OPENINGS and
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EXERCISES to make sure you'll follow the right learning path I can assure you that, even if you
have never played chess so far or you don't consider yourself a strategic person, this book will
take you from a beginner to a more than a valid opponent in NO TIME! DOMINATE every
board with THE CHESS GAME'S BIBLE BUY IT NOW AND LET THEM GET ADDICTED TO
THIS AWESOME GUIDE!
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